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Abstract—Three-dimensional models of bone structures, inferred from 3D and 2D imaging modalities, provide a number
of uses for medical professionals. Such models are typically
constructed using mesh-based approaches and some form of
principal component analysis (PCA). Image-based approaches
are understood to have a number of advantages over meshbased ones, such as the absence of intrinsic segmentation as
well as a better reproduction ﬁdelity. Furthermore, Gaussian
process morphable models have recently been shown to offer
added beneﬁts to the traditional PCA-based approach, such as the
ability to easily incorporate prior knowledge into the model, and a
resolution that can be made application-speciﬁc. We demonstrate
how to build an image-based statistical shape and intensity model
(SSIM) using Gaussian process morphable models and validate
the quality of the model using common mesh model metrics that
we adapt to the image-based paradigm. Our results show that
the model can generate valid novel femur examples and can be
registered to unseen femur examples with average root mean
square error and average mutual information score of 0.172
and 0.644, respectively. However, only twenty binary training
examples are used, each limited to contain approximately 65000
voxels. Future work will aim at extending the image-based SSIM
to include the full range of CT intensity values; larger CT
volumes and improve on the model building time.
Index Terms—statistical shape and intensity model, imagebased 3D/3D registration, Gaussian process morphable models

I. I NTRODUCTION
Medical professionals make use of three-dimensional (3D)
reconstructions of patient-speciﬁc bone structures to detect
bone-related pathologies, plan surgery, design implants and
perform post-operative evaluations [1], [2]. Deformable models have been employed to aid in the segmentation process
necessary for obtaining the patient-speciﬁc bone models from
3D volumes such as computed tomography (CT). Deformable
models encode prior knowledge and assumptions about the
typical 3D appearance of an anatomical structure which either
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rely on the intuitions of medical experts (analytical models) or
on the statistics learnt from a set of labeled examples (statistical models) [3]. The parameters of the deformable model can
then be manipulated to match the information gathered from a
patient’s images, be they 3D imaging modalities such as CT or
magnetic resonance images (MRI), or 2D imaging modalities
such as X-ray or ultrasound images, using some registration
strategy. For a detailed discussion about deformable models in
the context of medical image registration the reader is referred
to [4]. A well-known and popular type of deformable model
is a statistical shape model (SSM), which is particularly wellsuited to the variability present in rigid structures such as bone
[2], [5]. Statistical shape and intensity models (SSIMs) are
similar to SSMs but also include intensity information, which
enables additional clinical beneﬁts, such as the estimation
of the potential risk factors for individuals with osteoporosis
(prediction of potential bone fractures and detection of existing
vertebral fractures) and aiding in the often problematic task of
distinguishing bone deformities from bone fractures [6], [7].
Typically however, the construction of SSIMs requires longer
computation time and larger computer memory requirements
[8] as it is necessary to establish correspondence not only on
the surface of the shape, but also within the volume [2], [8].
Statistical shape and intensity models can be broadly categorized into two types of representations; the ﬁrst models the
volume as a mesh where the CT has been segmented as a set
of nodes and mesh-morphing techniques are used to establish
correspondence [9], [10]; the second models the volume as
an image using the original CT voxels and correspondence is
established using image registration algorithms [8], [11]. The
researchers in [8] found that mesh-based SSIMs are better
at reproducing shape information while image-based SSIMs
was better at reproducing intensity information. An additional
advantage of an image-based representation is that it does not
explicitly require segmentation of the bone-of-interest, as is
the case with the mesh-based approach [9]. This means that an

entire CT volume can be modelled, which may be useful when
the presence of surrounding tissue and structures can be leveraged to improve the segmentation process. Recently, Gaussian
process morphable models (GPMMs) have been introduced
for building SSMs and SSIMs while providing several added
beneﬁts [12]. For example, they provide a framework for easily
incorporating both statistical relationships and expert intuitions
regarding these relationships into a single deformable model
[12]. Additionally, once built, a single GPMM allows resampling at arbitrary resolutions to suit different applications. This
is useful for allowing dense correspondence of model features
to be established without demanding unnecessary additional
computational memory. The construction of a mesh-based
SSIM of a bone has been demonstrated by [13], [14], [15],
and a mesh-based SSM using GPMMs by [12]. An imagebased SSIM was developed in [8]. However, we believe that
an image-based SSIM built using GPMMs has not yet been
demonstrated. In this paper we present an image-based SSIM
of a CT image containing a femur bone using GPMMs. Furthermore, we report on the quality of the model by assessing
both the validity of randomly generated instances of the model
and how accurately the model can be ﬁt to unseen examples.
In this proof of concept, we limit the CT volumes used to
develop the model to a relatively small size (∼ 65k voxels
in total) and also to binary intensity values, with the aim of
demonstrating a full intensity distribution in future efforts. A
total of twenty CT images comprise the training dataset, each
of which is a 25×25×105 volume of integer Hounsﬁeld units
(HU) ranging between {−1024; 2976}. We imposed these
constraints in order to accommodate the large amount of time
it takes to build and test a single statistical model.
II. M ETHODS
A. Building the SSIM using Scalismo
Our method closely follows the procedure described by [12],
except that the fundamental feature of representation is a voxel
instead of a mesh point. The steps that are followed are shown
in Fig. 1. These include: alignment of the training examples
(Step 1), building a free-form deformation model (FFDM)
from a single image (Step 2), using the FFDM to establish
correspondence between the single image and the rest of the
training images (Step 3), and ﬁnally, building the SSIM (Step
4).
We ﬁrst aligned all the images in the dataset by manually
labeling six landmarks on each image and then aligning
them to those of the ﬁrst image using generalized Procrustes
analysis. Next, we build a FFDM using the ﬁrst training image
as a reference. A number of random samples are taken across
the voxels of the reference image using a Gaussian kernel
(amplitude = 30, sigma = 50), which is then used to build
the FFDM as a preliminary Gaussian process. A non-rigid
image-based 3D-3D registration schema is used to establish
correspondence by iteratively deforming the FFDM to ﬁt each
of the rest of the training images (this is essentially the same
process which is ﬁnally used to ﬁt the model to an unseen
femur image). In an image-based registration, we use the

Fig. 1. Diagram illustrating the steps followed to build the SSIM from
CT volumes. The dark shaded square-corned boxes are the persistent data,
the dashed boxes are the models obtained, while the round-cornered boxes
represent the algorithms that are executed. Step 1 is the preparation of the
training dataset, Step 2 is the building of the FFDM, Step 3 is the 3D/3D nonrigid registration (for establishing correspondence), and Step 4 is the building
of the SSIM, which encodes both shape and intensity information.

similarity of voxel intensity values to guide the registration
process instead of the distance between mesh-points (as is
typical of a mesh-based registration). The similarity of the
ﬁxed image and moving image is quantiﬁed based on the
output of a similarity measure function. The goal is then to
iteratively adjust the model parameters until the models current
image instance (moving image) best matches a given training
example (ﬁxed image), as informed by the similarity measure
(see Fig. 2). In order to gain a better understanding of this
process the ﬁnal set of model parameters can be considered
such that they correspond to a deformation vector-ﬁeld (DVF),
and that when this DVF is applied to the reference image
(which was used to build the FFDM) it results in a new image
that optimizes the similarity measure function. By having
knowledge of how each voxel of the reference image deforms
to the respective voxels of each of the other training images,
correspondence is established. Finally, principal component
analysis (PCA) can be performed on the resulting set of DVFs,
which results in the ﬁnal GPMM being a SSIM. The same
process described in Fig. 2 is used to ﬁt the SSIM to an unseen
femur image in order to reconstruct a patient-speciﬁc femur.
B. Experimental setup and validation protocol
The accuracy of the registration procedure depends strongly
on the choice of optimization strategy and similarity measure.
For our experiments we choose to use different registration
conﬁgurations for establishing correspondence and for validating the model. This is in order to avoid the possibility

Fig. 2. An illustration of the algorithm used in the intensity-based registration
methodologies. This is an elaboration of Step 3 of Fig. 1.

contain about each other. The similarity is maximal when two
volumes are perfectly aligned, whereas, when misaligned the
MI will result in a value closer to zero [18]. The RMSE
values that are reported are normalized such that they reﬂect
grayscale intensity values instead of HU. Furthermore, instead
of plotting the RMSE and MI values as a function of the
number of principal components used, we plot these as a
function of the number of images that the model is trained with
(5, 10, 15, and 20). In doing so we are able to gauge to what
extent additional training examples will improve the generality
of the model. Once again, a stochastic gradient descent schema
is used, with a step-size of 0.05 and 350 iterations. All
the methods required for building a probabilistic morphable
model from surface or volumetric meshes are provided by the
Scalismo framework v0.16, an open-source software platform
for shape modeling and ﬁtting [19]. We have adapted these
methods to accommodate CT volumes, which are comprised
of voxels.
III. R ESULTS

of biasing our results by merely over-ﬁtting our model to
the same measure used to gauge its quality. For establishing correspondence, we employ a stochastic gradient descent
optimization strategy with a step-size of 0.05 and a total of
350 iterations per image, together with a mean squared error
(MSE) metric. To improve computation time, the MSE is
not calculated for each voxel of the volume, but rather on
a randomly selected subset of them (sample size = 1000
voxels). The input images to the optimization strategy are
also pre-processed; their range of values are normalized {0; 1},
subjected to a distance transform, as well as a Gaussian ﬁlter
(sigma = 1.5) in order to avoid local minima when optimizing.
To validate the quality of the SSIM we make use of metrics
typically computed for mesh-based shape models namely,
speciﬁcity and generality [16], [17]. Speciﬁcity quantiﬁes the
ability of the model to generate instances similar to those
available within the training set [16]. Generality is the ability
of the model to generate instances not explicitly provided by
the training set. This is an important characteristic of the model
to measure because if the model is over-ﬁtted to the training
set, it may have excellent speciﬁcity but will hinder its ability
to generalize to unseen examples [16]. In the mesh-based
paradigm, speciﬁcity is computed as the average distance (such
as root-mean-square error (RMSE) or mean-absolute-distance
(MAD)) between randomly generated shapes and their nearest
match in the training set, and generality is computed as the
average distance between a certain number of unseen examples
and their respective model reconstructions [16]. Typically, both
speciﬁcity and generality are plotted as a function of the
number of principal components employed by the model. For
our purposes we make use of a similar protocol but in addition
to RMSE we also compute mutual information (MI) values as
an image-based counterpart to the Euclidean distance metrics
used for mesh-model validation. Mutual information measures
the amount of information that two data volumes in question

Speciﬁcity and generality results are provided in Table I,
and illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Since MI has not yet been
utilized as a measure of speciﬁcity and generality, we included
the mean MI (0.424 ± 0.12) and mean RMSE (0.247 ± 0.06)
values among the images that comprise the training dataset,
as a point of reference (larger MI values reﬂect a higher
similarity, whereas the opposite is true for RMSE values).
TABLE I
M ODEL Q UALITY
Number of
training images
5
10
15
20

RMSE
Speciﬁcity
Generality
0.158
0.232
0.177
0.190
0.180
0.172
0.177
0.172

MI
Speciﬁcity
0.583
0.563
0.581
0.583

Generality
0.470
0.602
0.637
0.645

Fig. 3. Speciﬁcity and generality, measured using MI, as a function of the
number of training examples used to build the SSIM.
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Fig. 4. Speciﬁcity and generality, measured using RMSE, as a function of
the number of training examples used to build the SSIM.
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ﬁtted to unseen femur examples with an average root mean
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used as the model component of a 2D/3D reconstruction
algorithm.
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